Realization of the reversible vesicle-micelle transition of vitamin-derived bolaamphiphiles by heat change monitoring.
The real-time energetics involved in the structural change of a zwitterionic vitamin-derived bolaamphiphiles (DDO) vesicles, which were induced by conventional surfactants, such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and Triton X-100 (TX100), was characterized by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Interactions of both CTAB and SDS with DDO were accompanied with considerable heat release whereas the interaction energetics between TX-100 and the vesicles were small. However, the transition of DDO vesicles to micelles did occur upon the addition of all of the three surfactants. Fine inflection points were observed in heat flow enthalpograms, which indicated systematically the change of vesicle structure. By monitoring the interaction of CTAB with DDO, we found that heat release kept constant over a certain concentration range at higher temperatures. The repairing effect of heating was revealed and a reversible transition from micelles to vesicles of DDO was thus realized. Further encapsulation of fluorescein in DDO vesicles proved that the reversible vesicle-micelle transition was controllable. This research demonstrates that ITC combined with complementary analytical methods such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) helps to get the real-time information of the structural changes of vesicles. It also shows that these synthetic novel bolaamphiphiles offer great promise for designing controllable release system.